CHARTING and MONITORING FERTILITY

“A unique fertility monitoring system that integrates urinary hormone levels, an algorithm and other biological markers of fertility.”

Why use the Marquette Model of Family Planning?
* infertility  * breastfeeding  * peri-menopause
* irregular cycles  * health monitoring

Fertility app available for IPhone just search for “Marquette Fertility”
An Android app will be available in July 2017

Marquette University College of Nursing
Institute for Natural Family Planning
Milwaukee, WI  53201-1881
414-288-3854 (office)
414-288-3805 (fax)
uinstnfp@mu.edu

INTERESTED GO TO:
http://www.marquette.edu/nursing/natural-family-planning/classes.shtml

Video links to presentations on the Marquette Model
Cervical Mucus Monitoring Instructions - https://streaming.mu.edu/Watch/e4MLj62F
Hormonal Fertility Monitor Instructions- https://streaming.mu.edu/Watch/s3S8KmCg